**Proud To Be...**

*Crochet*

**Skill Level:** Beginner  
**Size:** One Size (about 6 x 65 in.)  
**Pattern:** Single Crochet and Front Post Double Crochet  
**Materials:** Lion Brand Vanna’s Choice Yarn:  
1 ball each of Navy, Red, and White  
**Crochet Hook:** US G (4.0/4.5mm)  
**Gauge:** approximately 4 sts & 4 rows per inch in single crochet

**Stitches (st) used:**  
ch = Chain  
sc = Single Crochet  
FPdc = Front Post Double Crochet  
Yarn over (yo), insert hook to the right of stitch (post) in the 2nd row down from the hook, bring hook to the front on the left side of the same stitch (post), yo and pull up loop (3 loops on hook), [yo, draw yarn through 2 loops] 2times (1 loops on hook).

**Pattern Notes:**  
1. All odd (wrong side) rows are worked in sc.  
2. The embossed letters are created by using FPdc two rows down from the hook on the even (right side) rows.  
3. The letters “A” and “U” are worked mirror image (horizontally) at the end of the scarf. The letter “S” is already a mirror image of itself.  
4. All blocks are 23 sts x 20 rows (6 x 5”)  
5. Switch to the next color in the pattern sequence on the last “ch 1 turn” for each block.*

**Scarf:**

**With Navy:**  
Row 1: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 2: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 3: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 4: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn  
Row 5: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 6: sc 5, FPdc 4, sc 5, FPdc 4, sc 5, ch1 turn  
Row 7: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 8: sc 5, FPdc 13, sc 5, ch1 turn  
Row 9: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 10: sc 6, FPdc 4, sc 3, FPdc 4, sc 6, ch1 turn  
Row 11: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 12: sc 6, FPdc 4, sc 3, FPdc 4, sc 6, ch1 turn  
Row 13: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 14: sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 1, FPdc 4, sc 7, ch1 turn  
Row 15: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 16: sc 8, FPdc 7, sc 8, ch1 turn  
Row 17: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 18: sc 9, FPdc 5, sc 9, ch1 turn  
Row 19: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 20: sc 23, ch1 turn*  

**With White:**  
Row 1: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 2: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 3: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 4: sc 6, FPdc 11, sc 6, ch1 turn  
Row 5: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 6: sc 4, FPdc 14, sc 5, ch1 turn  
Row 7: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 8: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 8, FPdc 3, sc 4, ch1 turn  
Row 9: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 10: sc 6, FPdc 7, sc 10, ch1 turn  
Row 11: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 12: sc 10, FPdc 7, sc 6, ch1 turn  
Row 13: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 14: sc 4, FPdc 3, sc 8, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn  
Row 15: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 16: sc 5, FPdc 14, sc 4, ch1 turn  
Row 17: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 18: sc 6, FPdc 11, sc 6, ch1 turn  
Row 19: sc 23, ch1 turn  
Row 20: sc 23, ch1 turn*
**With Red:**
Row 1: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 2: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 3: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 4: sc 7, FPdc 9, sc 7, ch1 turn
Row 5: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 6: sc 6, FPdc 11, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 7: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 8: sc 5, FPdc 5, sc 3, FPdc 5, sc 5, ch1 turn
Row 9: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 10: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 11: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 12: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 13: sc 23, ch1 turn
Repeat rows 12 and 13 three (3) more times
Row 20: sc 23, ch1 turn*

**With Navy:**
Rows 1 – 20: sc 23, ch 1 turn*

**With White:**
Rows 1 – 20: sc 23, ch 1 turn*

**With Red:**
Rows 1 – 20: sc 23, ch 1 turn*

**With Navy:**
Rows 1 – 20: sc 23, ch 1 turn*

**With White:**
Rows 1 – 20: sc 23, ch 1 turn*

**With Navy:**
Rows 1 – 20: sc 23, ch 1 turn*

**With Red:**
Rows 1: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 2: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 3: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 4: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 5: sc 23, ch1 turn
Repeat rows 4 and 5 three (3) more times
Row 12: sc 4, FPdc 5, sc 5, FPdc 5, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 13: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 14: sc 5, FPdc 5, sc 3, FPdc 5, sc 5, ch1 turn
Row 15: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 16: sc 6, FPdc 11, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 17: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 18: sc 7, FPdc 9, sc 7, ch1 turn
Row 19: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 20: sc 23, ch1 turn*

**With White:**
Row 1: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 2: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 3: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 4: sc 6, FPdc 11, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 5: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 6: sc 4, FPdc 14, sc 5, ch1 turn
Row 7: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 8: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 8, FPdc 3, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 9: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 10: sc 6, FPdc 7, sc 10, ch1 turn
Row 11: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 12: sc 10, FPdc 7, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 13: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 14: sc 4, FPdc 3, sc 8, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 15: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 16: sc 5, FPdc 14, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 17: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 18: sc 6, FPdc 11, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 19: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 20: sc 23, ch1 turn*

**With Navy:**
Row 1: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 2: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 3: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 4: sc 9, FPdc 5, sc 9, ch1 turn
Row 5: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 6: sc 8, FPdc 7, sc 8, ch1 turn
Row 7: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 8: sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 1, FPdc 4, sc 7, ch1 turn
Row 9: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 10: sc 6, FPdc 4, sc 3, FPdc 4, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 11: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 12: sc 6, FPdc 4, sc 3, FPdc 4, sc 6, ch1 turn
Row 13: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 14: sc 5, FPdc 13, sc 5, ch1 turn
Row 15: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 16: sc 5, FPdc 4, sc 5, FPdc 4, sc 5, ch1 turn
Row 17: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 18: sc 4, FPdc 4, sc 7, FPdc 4, sc 4, ch1 turn
Row 19: sc 23, ch1 turn
Row 20: sc 23

Fasten off. Weave in all ends.